Environmental health indicators in policy evaluation
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In carrying out two projects involving environmental health indicators – a national environmental health programme evaluation and an international environmental health indicator system – in parallel, it became apparent that an international indicator set has limitations regarding the evaluation of a national programme such as the Swiss National Environment and Health Action Plan (NEHAP). The international indicator set proposed by WHO serves the structured description of the underlying cause–effect chains, allows an integrated monitoring of the general environment and health situation and provides valuable international comparisons. However, the relevance of an international indicator set varies in the national context. Moreover, it does not allow the evaluation of a national implementation process, which is highly important in assessing success or failure of an environmental health promotion programme. For a comprehensive evaluation of such a programme, a specific evaluation concept derived from the formulated goals and targets needs to be developed with emphasis on evaluation of the implementation process.
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The authors are currently involved in two different projects relating to indicators in the environment and health area. We are responsible for the evaluation of the Swiss National Environment and Health Action Plan (NEHAP). These novel instruments for action in the area of environmental health promotion were developed following recommendations made at the European Ministerial Conferences on Environment and Health. Throughout Europe, around 40 NEHAPs have been presented so far. Switzerland was among the first western European countries to develop such a programme. As a consequence of these political activities, in 2000 the World Health Organization (WHO) started the development of a European environment and health monitoring system, and recently proposed a first core set of environmental health indicators. The project aims at establishing a comprehensive system for regular reporting on environment and health within the countries as well as on the WHO European level. The system shall also serve Member States to assess the progress and effectiveness in implementing their NEHAPs. The authors are also in charge of the pilot implementation of this indicator set in Switzerland.

In carrying out these two projects – national evaluation and international indicator system – in parallel, it became apparent that an international indicator set has limitations regarding the evaluation of a national programme such as the Swiss NEHAP. In the following, we point out parallels and differences in the two approaches.

THE WHO'S ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH INDICATORS FOR THE EUROPEAN REGION

An ‘environmental health indicator’ (EHI) is a ‘measure which indicates the health outcome due to exposure to an environmental hazard’, thus consisting of ‘an environmental indicator or a health indicator plus a known environmental-exposure health-effect relationship’. Definitions also emphasize the policy relevance of EHIs: they should relate to aspects that are important to policy makers and amenable to control.

Applying the EHI-methodology, a core set of EHIs was developed by WHO that in its current form comprises indicators on 10 different topics, along with some denominator variables (table 1). As theoretical concept, the ‘Driving Forces – Pressure – State – Exposure – Effect – Action framework’ (DPSEEA) was used to derive the indicators. This framework supports the structured description of the cause–effect chains between human activities and health outcomes. It also facilitates the identification of possibilities for action on the different levels.

However, the WHO EHI project is also confronted with a number of difficulties. The number of times a pollutant exceeds a threshold level is commonly proposed as an EHI (table 1). If these standards are risk based they contain information on the underlying environment and health relationship. Nevertheless, the percentage of the population exposed to exceeded pollution levels and, for future development, an economic valuation of the health burden would be highly desirable in view of the higher information value for policy makers compared to the percentage of exceeded measurements. A first step in this direction has been made in the WHO indicator set by including, for example, the population exposure to ambient air pollutants or the population annoyance by noise (table 1). While data may be available for air pollution, the required information on the population exposure distribution is often lacking in other fields. Another hindrance is that cause–effect chains between environmental exposures and health effects are often complex, and precise measures rare.

THE SWISS NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH ACTION PLAN AND ITS EVALUATION

The development process of the Swiss NEHAP and its targets have already been discussed in detail and therefore will only be presented in brief here: based on an analysis of the Swiss situation, Swiss authorities decided to set priorities in three areas with a need for action in which the association between environment and health can be communicated easily: Mobility and Well-being, Housing and Well-being, and Nature and Well-being (dealing with nutrition and agriculture). The Swiss NEHAP was specifically designed as an environmental health promotion programme aiming at complementing already ongoing activities. In each of the three areas, specific and mostly
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quantified targets were formulated. For example, the fact that in 1994 60% of journeys made by car were no longer than six kilometres demonstrates a large potential for non-motorized mobility in Switzerland. Accordingly, in the area ‘Mobility’, one target is the doubling of journeys made by bicycle as an ideal form of environmentally friendly mobility combined with exercise. For the evaluation of the Swiss NEHAP, a comprehensive approach was applied, including planning and implementation as well as outcomes and impacts. In relation to implementation as well as evaluation it is important to remember that health promotion aims not only at the improvement of individual outcomes, but just as much at the change of political, organizational, and social conditions. This is especially true for an environmental health promotion.
programme like the Swiss NEHAP which is confronted with the difficulty that environment and health departments still operate within largely separated administrative structures in many European countries.13,16,17 Thus, understanding the implementation process of such an intervention (process evaluation) and associated structural changes is of special importance in this field. Such changes in conditions should be seen as ‘outcomes’ of their own and additionally, they are the basis to understand success or failure in achieving quantified outcomes.13,14 Additionally, a flexible user-focused approach is applied to provide additional information according to the climate’. Additionally, a flexible user-focused approach is applied to provide additional information according to the climate. Accordingly, emphasis was laid on the process evaluation in the Swiss NEHAP. The mostly qualitative data are collected by repeated interviews with the programme manager and staff as well as the partners involved in the implementation process. A NEHAP-project-database provides information on projects carried out in relation with the NEHAP. Information on the resources available for the implementation, the programme management structure and the ongoing activities (output) are also collected. Important political decisions relating to NEHAP topics are documented to allow a statement on the ‘societal health situation’ of their own and additionally, they are the basis to understand success or failure in achieving quantified outcomes.13–21

Accordingly, emphasis was laid on the process evaluation in the Swiss NEHAP. The mostly qualitative data are collected by repeated interviews with the programme manager and staff as well as the partners involved in the implementation process. A NEHAP-project-database provides information on projects carried out in relation with the NEHAP. Information on the resources available for the implementation, the programme management structure and the ongoing activities (output) are also collected. Important political decisions relating to NEHAP topics are documented to allow a statement on the ‘societal climate’. Additionally, a flexible user-focused approach is applied to provide additional information according to the needs of the programme management. As a result of this process evaluation, an implementation strategy for the Swiss NEHAP was developed recently.22 The implementation will now be focused on three pilot regions and public relations will be intensified.

To define appropriate indicators for the Swiss outcome evaluation, impact models for each of the three topics were formulated. Consisting of hypotheses on the presumed relationship between the programme measures and expected outcomes, they serve as a basis to understand why targets were reached or what impeded programme success.13,14 Additionally, potential weaknesses in conceptualization and formulation of targets become apparent. The formulation of such a programme impact theory also facilitates the consideration of intermediate factors not contained in the programme but which might affect goal attainment. For example, in relation to the target of doubling the journeys made by bicycle, not only the share of bicycle traffic should be evaluated, but also intermediate factors such as the access to a bicycle, the availability of a car parking space at the workplace, bicycle facilities at train stations, the development of accidents, or the number of short journeys made by car should be included. In this way, indicators for the Swiss NEHAP evaluation were developed based on the impact models. A baseline assessment of the three topics of the NEHAP was carried out in 1999/2000 to document the situation before the start of the programme, against which progress can be compared later, applying a distance-to-target approach.23

PARALLELS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO APPROACHES

Figure 1 illustrates the development process of EHIs compared to indicators for the evaluation of a specific environmental health programme such as a NEHAP. Derived from general analyses of the environment and health situation, the EHI system proposed by WHO covers a wide range of issues, thus allowing integrated monitoring of the general environment and health situation. In countries like Switzerland, which don’t have a tradition in environmental health reporting, such a general overview will be particularly useful. Additionally, the currently ongoing pilot implementation of the EHI core set in over a dozen European countries will allow valuable international comparisons.7 However, from the point of view of policy evaluation, the relevance of the suggested EHIs varies in the national context. Indicators for the evaluation of a national policy are derived from previously formulated, specific policy targets such as the ones in the Swiss NEHAP (figure 1). Therefore, international EHIs are only suitable for the evaluation of a national policy when they coincide with the national priority setting and address areas where action is taken within a country. In this case, national outcome indicators and international EHI sets can partly overlap (figure 1), whereby the degree of overlap may vary from country to country. For Switzerland, this is for example the case in the topics of outdoor air quality, noise and traffic accidents (table 1). Additional indicators were derived based on the targets formulated in the Swiss NEHAP and the impact models, including intermediate factors. The most important restriction of the WHO indicator set for policy evaluation is, however, that it does not allow the evaluation of a national implementation process, which is highly important in assessing success or failure.

---

**Figure 1** Development and application of WHO’s environmental health indicators and indicators for environmental health policy evaluation in Switzerland
of an environmental health promotion programme. These indicators have to be derived from and adapted to the respective programme and the national context.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that the DPSEEA framework applied by WHO serves the structured description of the cause-effect-chain of known environment and health relationships. An international set of EHIs based on this framework is useful for monitoring purposes as well as international comparison and priority setting. However, its suitability to evaluate progress and effectiveness of the implementation of the Swiss NEHAP is limited. For a comprehensive evaluation of such a programme, a specific evaluation concept derived from the formulated goals and targets needs to be developed with an emphasis on the evaluation of the implementation process.

An earlier version of the manuscript has been presented by a discussant at a UN ECE/Eurostat session on methodological issues of environment statistics (Ottawa, Canada, 1–5 October 2001).
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